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5 MINUTE MIRACLES
Five minutes to a smarter, savvier, saner you. Brought to you by Key Media &
Marketing. Technology is a useful servant, but a dangerous master. Do you want to
spend more time on what you love? Read on...

It took a moment for me to digest a phrase that I read last week, 'Zoom fatigue' which is mental exhaustion associated with online video conferencing - it's a legit
thing now. We're spending more time than ever on video calls and it's draining us.
Something that we thought would be our lifeline (and for a while it was), and the
answer to working from home has turned out to be a mixed blessing.
Don't get me wrong, I love a good Zoom chat: it enables us to focus on each other
and, I feel, keeps us more on point than a physical meeting would possibly do, but
it has its downsides - no doubt.
In this 'new-normal' reality, creativity and innovation will play an important role in
how we adapt adapt to changing customer demands and understanding their
needs. Take some time to rethink, listen to some podcasts while you doodle and,
then, get stuck in. Don't be afraid to try new things - you can only fail forward
towards success. Welcome to THE UPSIDE down: at-a-glance resources to inspire,
inform, problem-solve and bring a bit more savvy to your world.
PS - if you're enjoying this series, please pass it on.
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Five-minute reads for quick inspiration
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PODCASTS FOR PRODUCTIVITY

APPS THAT ACTUALLY HELP YOU

There's a world of possibility out

There are millions of apps out there

there. Invest your time, don't spend it.

- choose those that actually help you.

READ ON
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TRENDING
Hot o the presses & easy to digest.

Read time: 3 minutes

Read time: 5 minutes

TREND: 5 UNUSUAL WAYS TO
CONQUER YOUR ZOOM FATIGUE

TREND: TIME BLOCKING FOR
PRODUCTIVITY
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TOOLS FOR CONSUMING CONTENT
Here are my two favourites for audio content - although there are many.

2+ minutes - as needed

+-8 - 13 hours per book -

APP: SPOTIFY

APP: AUDIBLE

It's more than a place to relive your

I can remember getting audio books on

glory days with your favourite music

cassette for my grandfather. What a

served up in never-ending doses

limited selection! If only we'd known

(although, that's an attraction) but it's

how popular audiobooks would turn

also where I choose to save and listen
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to my favourite podcasts - everything
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from 'prodpod' to the wonderfully

exercising or while making dinner,

weird 'Welcome to Nightvale.'

audiobooks are having a moment.

GET THE APP

FIND OUT MORE

FUN & FASCINATING FROM ACROSS THE
WEB
Simply fascinating articles, news and tips to add to your interest library.

Video storytelling
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10 Common myths
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Endless inspiration
from Adobe's Behance
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quality content
writing
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